Mad Buff – BSC Token
Whitepaper

Contract address: 0x1963Cd570D0F157D24Fbc88105432F50c09E3C11

Website: https://www.madbuff.io
Telegram: https://t.me/MadBuffOfficial
Twitter: https://twitter.com/MadBuffOfficial

1. Introduction
Mad Buff! The Crypto Energy Drink with MAD Taste! Launching April 2022 on the Binance
BSC chain.
Mad Buff will kick start the party with its own Energy Drink right after launch – imagine an
Energy drink based around crypto & bought with crypto.
Viral real life products fueled by cryptocurrency!
We strive to become the leader in the crypto drink space, by launching a token directly tied
into real life products as well as NFT’s tied to real life products. We will work hard to serve
our loyal holders.
You do not want to miss this chance - Mad Buff is different from the others!

Supply and distribution
The total supply of Mad Buff is 1.000.000.000.000 tokens.
Token distribution:
-

15% Presale

-

80% LP on PancakeSwap (locked using Unicrypt)

-

2% AirDrop

-

3% Team tokens

Mad Buff Energy Drink will start off as Special NFT rewards to early holders! NFT’s will be
directly tied to the special edition cans and physically handed
out to holders some time after the presale! After this phase
there will be an additional special edition minting of NFT’s tied
into yet another real life product with different design and
more like the final product. The last phase is to mass produce
and sell the real life Energy Drink by accepting crypto as
payment. The profits from the sales of the drink and NFT’s
will go directly into marketing of the token and as buybacks to
strengthen the tokenomics even further!

2. Mad Buff buy/sell tax
Mad Buff has a 3% buy and 9% sell tax executed by the contract on every transaction. The
tax is distributed in the following way:
Buys:
1 % liquidity – Liquidity is crucial to any crypto project. This fee ensures that there is always
enough liquidity in the pool to trade.
2% marketing – This is a fee to ensure marketing funds come in and are used to market the
token and grow, allowing new investors to find the project!

Sells:
1 % liquidity – Liquidity is crucial to any crypto project. This fee ensures that there is always
enough liquidity in the pool to trade.
6% marketing – This is a fee to ensure marketing funds come in and are used to market the
token and grow, allowing new investors to find the project!
1 % Reflections – Holding the Mad Buff token is rewarding. When you hold Mad Buff, you
will automatically be assigned more tokens. This happens due to trading of the token on
PCS. Simply hold, and your wallet will increase in size!
1 % Burn of the token – This tax will decrease the circulating supply of the token and bring
the price up by limiting supply.
Other key features:
Locked Liquidity – We lock the LP liquidity. Period.
KYC through coinKYC.io
Contract audited by TechRate

3. Values
Trust - The Mad Buff team values honesty and will always deliver as promised. We will be
there for the community and work around the clock to bring the best results possible. Our
community can rest assured that we have the holders' best interest in our hearts.
Transparency - All trades will be visible to the community - we have nothing to hide. All
transactions done by the team will be done to boost holders' gains and bring more
awareness and exposure to the project.
Community – We work to give our holders the best experience and we know that without our
community there will be no Mad Buff.
Longevity – This is a big project. It’s not just a new token, it’s a whole new take on the crypto
space! That will eventually turn into a Ltd company with real life products tied into crypto!

4. Roadmap

Phase 1:
BSC Launch
Build community + gifts and airdrops
Presale and launch
1st NFT Drop
Spreading awareness on socials: Telegram, Twitter, Reddit, Youtube, Instagram++

Phase 2:
CG & CMC Listing
More hype through heavy marketing
Third party Audit
Giveaways
Partnerships
Product Release!

Phase 3:
Exchange listings
Hire Staff
New products
Establish Ltd
World Wide Sales

5. Utilities
Special NFTs with the ability to swap for real life products! These NFTs will be minted from
launch, and there are several ways you can get your hands on one. At a later stage, the
NFTs will be minted using our innovative dApp, and the NFTs minted from here will range
from "Rare" to "Ultra Rare". The NFT is tied to real life, hand held products - how awesome
is that!?

Merch
In the project's early days, we will focus on the Energy Drink, however, the merch shop will
be live some time after launch. Help us by supporting the project with some awesome
merch!

The Vision
Cryptocurrency is set on a scene rarely linked to the material world with real life products.
We want to change that. Real life products, paid and fueled by crypto - like it should be! We
want to introduce more products in the future as well!

